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A Penobscot peaked cap, 15½"A Penobscot peaked cap, 15½"A Penobscot peaked cap, 15½"A Penobscot peaked cap, 15½"
tall, from the second quarter oftall, from the second quarter oftall, from the second quarter oftall, from the second quarter of
the 19th century sold for $35,550the 19th century sold for $35,550the 19th century sold for $35,550the 19th century sold for $35,550
(est. $40,000/60,000). It had(est. $40,000/60,000). It had(est. $40,000/60,000). It had(est. $40,000/60,000). It had
belonged to Molly Molassesbelonged to Molly Molassesbelonged to Molly Molassesbelonged to Molly Molasses
(1775-1867), who is pictured(1775-1867), who is pictured(1775-1867), who is pictured(1775-1867), who is pictured
wearing a similar hat in awearing a similar hat in awearing a similar hat in awearing a similar hat in a
photograph by S.W. Sawyer ofphotograph by S.W. Sawyer ofphotograph by S.W. Sawyer ofphotograph by S.W. Sawyer of
Bangor, Maine, in 1865. It wasBangor, Maine, in 1865. It wasBangor, Maine, in 1865. It wasBangor, Maine, in 1865. It was
the top Siebert lot in the sale.the top Siebert lot in the sale.the top Siebert lot in the sale.the top Siebert lot in the sale.

A 37" long late 19th-centuryA 37" long late 19th-centuryA 37" long late 19th-centuryA 37" long late 19th-century
Northwest Coast carved andNorthwest Coast carved andNorthwest Coast carved andNorthwest Coast carved and
painted wood canoe model soldpainted wood canoe model soldpainted wood canoe model soldpainted wood canoe model sold
to one of a dozen competingto one of a dozen competingto one of a dozen competingto one of a dozen competing
phone bidders for $44,438 (est.phone bidders for $44,438 (est.phone bidders for $44,438 (est.phone bidders for $44,438 (est.
$400/600). Asked where it had$400/600). Asked where it had$400/600). Asked where it had$400/600). Asked where it had
come from, Doug Deihl said,come from, Doug Deihl said,come from, Doug Deihl said,come from, Doug Deihl said,
"One day it just walked in the"One day it just walked in the"One day it just walked in the"One day it just walked in the
door."door."door."door."

A 10½" long, late 19th-centuryA 10½" long, late 19th-centuryA 10½" long, late 19th-centuryA 10½" long, late 19th-century
Penobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch bark
rattle, laced with rawhide andrattle, laced with rawhide andrattle, laced with rawhide andrattle, laced with rawhide and
decorated with a zigzag design,decorated with a zigzag design,decorated with a zigzag design,decorated with a zigzag design,
sold to the Hudson Museum forsold to the Hudson Museum forsold to the Hudson Museum forsold to the Hudson Museum for
$1304 (est. $600/800). Siebert$1304 (est. $600/800). Siebert$1304 (est. $600/800). Siebert$1304 (est. $600/800). Siebert
collection.collection.collection.collection.

A 15½" x 15" late 19th-centuryA 15½" x 15" late 19th-centuryA 15½" x 15" late 19th-centuryA 15½" x 15" late 19th-century
Penobscot carrying bag, wovenPenobscot carrying bag, wovenPenobscot carrying bag, wovenPenobscot carrying bag, woven
from basswood inner bark, soldfrom basswood inner bark, soldfrom basswood inner bark, soldfrom basswood inner bark, sold
to the Maine Indianto the Maine Indianto the Maine Indianto the Maine Indian
Basketmakers Alliance forBasketmakers Alliance forBasketmakers Alliance forBasketmakers Alliance for
$10,073 (est. $4000/6000).$10,073 (est. $4000/6000).$10,073 (est. $4000/6000).$10,073 (est. $4000/6000).
Siebert collection.Siebert collection.Siebert collection.Siebert collection.

A 66" x 55½" Classic NavajoA 66" x 55½" Classic NavajoA 66" x 55½" Classic NavajoA 66" x 55½" Classic Navajo
wearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the third
quarter of the 19th centuryquarter of the 19th centuryquarter of the 19th centuryquarter of the 19th century
realized $65,175 (est.realized $65,175 (est.realized $65,175 (est.realized $65,175 (est.
$40,000/60,000). The second-$40,000/60,000). The second-$40,000/60,000). The second-$40,000/60,000). The second-
phase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was woven
from homespun and raveled woolfrom homespun and raveled woolfrom homespun and raveled woolfrom homespun and raveled wool
dyed with cochineal red anddyed with cochineal red anddyed with cochineal red anddyed with cochineal red and
indigo blue.indigo blue.indigo blue.indigo blue.

A 54½" x 69" Classic NavajoA 54½" x 69" Classic NavajoA 54½" x 69" Classic NavajoA 54½" x 69" Classic Navajo
wearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the thirdwearing blanket from the third
quarter of the 19th century wasquarter of the 19th century wasquarter of the 19th century wasquarter of the 19th century was
bought in at the auction, butbought in at the auction, butbought in at the auction, butbought in at the auction, but
Doug Deihl said someoneDoug Deihl said someoneDoug Deihl said someoneDoug Deihl said someone
committed afterward to buying itcommitted afterward to buying itcommitted afterward to buying itcommitted afterward to buying it
for $80,000 hammer. Estimatedfor $80,000 hammer. Estimatedfor $80,000 hammer. Estimatedfor $80,000 hammer. Estimated
at $100,000/150,000, it had onceat $100,000/150,000, it had onceat $100,000/150,000, it had onceat $100,000/150,000, it had once
been the property of Mrs. Lukebeen the property of Mrs. Lukebeen the property of Mrs. Lukebeen the property of Mrs. Luke
C. Walker, nee Sophia Eymer, (b.C. Walker, nee Sophia Eymer, (b.C. Walker, nee Sophia Eymer, (b.C. Walker, nee Sophia Eymer, (b.
1846), the German-immigrant1846), the German-immigrant1846), the German-immigrant1846), the German-immigrant
wife of a full-blooded Sioux whowife of a full-blooded Sioux whowife of a full-blooded Sioux whowife of a full-blooded Sioux who
was priest-in-charge of thewas priest-in-charge of thewas priest-in-charge of thewas priest-in-charge of the
Episcopal Church in Lower BruleEpiscopal Church in Lower BruleEpiscopal Church in Lower BruleEpiscopal Church in Lower Brule
in South Dakota. The second-in South Dakota. The second-in South Dakota. The second-in South Dakota. The second-
phase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was wovenphase chief's pattern was woven
of handspun native churro sheepof handspun native churro sheepof handspun native churro sheepof handspun native churro sheep
wool in natural white and brown,wool in natural white and brown,wool in natural white and brown,wool in natural white and brown,
hand-dyed indigo blue and red.hand-dyed indigo blue and red.hand-dyed indigo blue and red.hand-dyed indigo blue and red.

Five snow snakes, the longest ofFive snow snakes, the longest ofFive snow snakes, the longest ofFive snow snakes, the longest of
which is 16½", sold to thewhich is 16½", sold to thewhich is 16½", sold to thewhich is 16½", sold to the
Hudson Museum for $711 (est.Hudson Museum for $711 (est.Hudson Museum for $711 (est.Hudson Museum for $711 (est.
$300/400). Used to play a$300/400). Used to play a$300/400). Used to play a$300/400). Used to play a
popular Penobscot winter game,popular Penobscot winter game,popular Penobscot winter game,popular Penobscot winter game,
the carved and bentwood snakesthe carved and bentwood snakesthe carved and bentwood snakesthe carved and bentwood snakes
are slid down a track in the snoware slid down a track in the snoware slid down a track in the snoware slid down a track in the snow
on a hill. The one whose snakeon a hill. The one whose snakeon a hill. The one whose snakeon a hill. The one whose snake
goes farthest wins. Siebertgoes farthest wins. Siebertgoes farthest wins. Siebertgoes farthest wins. Siebert
collection.collection.collection.collection.

A 20" x 19" x 14½" circa 1900A 20" x 19" x 14½" circa 1900A 20" x 19" x 14½" circa 1900A 20" x 19" x 14½" circa 1900
Penobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch barkPenobscot wood and birch bark
log caddy sold to a dealer forlog caddy sold to a dealer forlog caddy sold to a dealer forlog caddy sold to a dealer for
$5036 (est. $2500/3500). It was$5036 (est. $2500/3500). It was$5036 (est. $2500/3500). It was$5036 (est. $2500/3500). It was
not from the Siebert collection.not from the Siebert collection.not from the Siebert collection.not from the Siebert collection.

9573-95749573-95749573-95749573-9574

Two oil-on-canvas portraits byTwo oil-on-canvas portraits byTwo oil-on-canvas portraits byTwo oil-on-canvas portraits by
Henry C. Balink (1882-1963) didHenry C. Balink (1882-1963) didHenry C. Balink (1882-1963) didHenry C. Balink (1882-1963) did
well. well. well. well. SantiagoSantiagoSantiagoSantiago, a 14" x 12", a 14" x 12", a 14" x 12", a 14" x 12"
likeness of Santiago Naranjo,likeness of Santiago Naranjo,likeness of Santiago Naranjo,likeness of Santiago Naranjo,
governor of the Santa Claragovernor of the Santa Claragovernor of the Santa Claragovernor of the Santa Clara
Pueblo, sold for $11,850 (est.Pueblo, sold for $11,850 (est.Pueblo, sold for $11,850 (est.Pueblo, sold for $11,850 (est.
$8000/10,000). A letter from the$8000/10,000). A letter from the$8000/10,000). A letter from the$8000/10,000). A letter from the
artist said it was painted from lifeartist said it was painted from lifeartist said it was painted from lifeartist said it was painted from life
in 1940.in 1940.in 1940.in 1940.

A 1934 portrait of Chief YellowA 1934 portrait of Chief YellowA 1934 portrait of Chief YellowA 1934 portrait of Chief Yellow
Bird (Tad-Sa-On-Ja), also byBird (Tad-Sa-On-Ja), also byBird (Tad-Sa-On-Ja), also byBird (Tad-Sa-On-Ja), also by
Balink, made $45,030 (est.Balink, made $45,030 (est.Balink, made $45,030 (est.Balink, made $45,030 (est.
$20,000/30,000). A note from$20,000/30,000). A note from$20,000/30,000). A note from$20,000/30,000). A note from
the artist said he painted thethe artist said he painted thethe artist said he painted thethe artist said he painted the
chief in 1934 in his studio onchief in 1934 in his studio onchief in 1934 in his studio onchief in 1934 in his studio on
College Street in Santa Fe.College Street in Santa Fe.College Street in Santa Fe.College Street in Santa Fe.
Attached to the back of theAttached to the back of theAttached to the back of theAttached to the back of the
painting, the note alsopainting, the note alsopainting, the note alsopainting, the note also
mentioned that Yellow Bird atmentioned that Yellow Bird atmentioned that Yellow Bird atmentioned that Yellow Bird at
age 70 still had "remarkable"age 70 still had "remarkable"age 70 still had "remarkable"age 70 still had "remarkable"
eyesight, loved to dance, was "aneyesight, loved to dance, was "aneyesight, loved to dance, was "aneyesight, loved to dance, was "an
expert on diderent dancesexpert on diderent dancesexpert on diderent dancesexpert on diderent dances
belonging to other tribes," andbelonging to other tribes," andbelonging to other tribes," andbelonging to other tribes," and
that he was a reliable forecasterthat he was a reliable forecasterthat he was a reliable forecasterthat he was a reliable forecaster
of weather, "much better thanof weather, "much better thanof weather, "much better thanof weather, "much better than
the instruments of the weatherthe instruments of the weatherthe instruments of the weatherthe instruments of the weather
bureau."bureau."bureau."bureau."

This late 19th-century cabinetThis late 19th-century cabinetThis late 19th-century cabinetThis late 19th-century cabinet
card of an Apache scout by Bakercard of an Apache scout by Bakercard of an Apache scout by Bakercard of an Apache scout by Baker
and Johnson, Evanston,and Johnson, Evanston,and Johnson, Evanston,and Johnson, Evanston,
Wyoming, went for $919 (est.Wyoming, went for $919 (est.Wyoming, went for $919 (est.Wyoming, went for $919 (est.
$250/350). Siebert collection.$250/350). Siebert collection.$250/350). Siebert collection.$250/350). Siebert collection.
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After Frank T. Siebert Jr. died at
age 85 in 1998, his unequaled
collection of books about North
American Indians and the
American frontier went to
Sotheby's in New York City,
where it sold in two landmark
sales for over $12.5 million. On
September 24, 2011, Skinner in
Boston sold 72 lots of artifacts
that he collected along with the
books. The results were a
fraction of the amount that the
books brought, but the event
was still a good reason to
remember the obsessive
collector and his legacy. The sale
also marks a partial victory for
the people who worked to keep
the items in public institutions
in Maine.

For the past dozen years or so,
the artifacts were on loan to
museums-erst, the University of
Pennsylvania Museum of
Archeology and Anthropology
in Philadelphia, then the Abbe
Museum in Bar Harbor, Maine.
The Abbe was generally
considered a better et, being
closer to the original sources of
most items—clothing, textiles,
tools, and other domestic items
from the Maine-based
Penobscot nation. And Native
American artists and other
Maine institutions including the
Maine State Museum in
Augusta borrowed some of
them for temporary and long-
term exhibitions.

The items were especially
cherished by the Penobscot
community because they had
been made for their ancestors'
use, rather than as commercial
items for sale to others. And
they are rare. Once common,
these objects of everyday life are
not generally found in Maine
museums or in fact anywhere.

Born in Louisville, Kentucky, in
1912, Siebert began as an
adolescent to collect
information about Native
Americans, especially their
languages, and then the books
he needed to pursue his self-
education. By the summer of
1931, he was already
systematically gathering word
lists and stories and acquiring
moccasins from Munsee
Delaware communities in
southern Ontario. The
following summer, he
conducted self-directed
eeldwork in Indian
communities in Mashpee,
Massachusetts, and on eastern
Long Island. Later that same
summer of 1932, when he was
20, he made an initial visit to the
Penobscots on Indian Island in
Old Town, Maine.

Siebert's lifelong study of Native
Americans and his
accompanying bibliomania grew
to be fanatical. How fanatical?
Once, in 1939, by his own
account he sold some of his
blood to obtain a $6.50 copy of
the rare 1806 second edition of
David Zeisberger's Delaware
Indian and English Spelling
Book. Siebert was at that point
an unpaid medical intern,
having received his M.D. from
the University of Pennsylvania
in 1938. He worked as a
pathologist until his early
retirement in 1964, when he
began to pursue his scholarly
interests full-time.

For the last four decades of his
life, Siebert lived close by the
Penobscots. His publications
about them were many and
included a dictionary of their
disappearing language. At his
death, he was the authority on it
and on another key language of
eastern North America,
Catawba. In a remembrance
Ives Goddard, now senior
linguist emeritus at the
Smithsonian Institution's
department of anthropology,
called the value of his total body
of work "immense" and largely
still to be appreciated.

The Penobscots themselves have
acknowledged his scholarship. A
statement by the Penobscot
Nation Cultural & Historic
Preservation Department,
issued in anticipation of this
auction, said, "Siebert's work
forms the basis of current
language projects, and his
contributions to documenting
the Penobscot language cannot
be overstated as to its scale and
signiecance."

Yet Siebert was, by all accounts,
a troubled and dikcult man.
Words used to describe him in
published accounts of his life
include "unlikable," "reclusive,"
"abrasive," and "paranoid." More
kindly words are "gifted" and
"eccentric." During his years in
Maine, he lived alone in a tiny
house in Old Town crammed
with his collections. "Everything
was there, just in boxes, elling
every room, and no security
system," said his daughter
Stephanie M. Finger of
Ligonier, Pennsylvania.
Colleagues, fellow collectors,
and his estranged family
members were rarely if ever
invited in.

Rather, he established long-term
relationships with the last
remaining speakers of the
languages he studied. Master
basket-maker Madeline Tomah
Shay (1915-1993) of Indian
Island, for example, worked
with Siebert until her death.
And a majority of the artifacts
in his collection were gifts from
those mentors, many of whom
became his friends.

In 2004, during the Abbe
Museum's run of the exhibit
The Frank T. Siebert Collection
of Native American Art, curator
Rebecca Cole-Will wrote in
American Indian Art Magazine
that Finger was "committed to
keeping the collection together
and making it available for
exhibition and research."
Circumstances change,
however, and six years later in
early 2010, while some of the
objects were on display at the
Maine State Museum's exhibit
Uncommon Threads: Wabanaki
Textiles, Clothing and Custom,
Finger announced that she was
going to sell.

Joseph R. Phillips, director of
the Maine State Museum, said
that several Maine institutions,
along with the Penobscot
Nation Cultural & Historic
Preservation Department, "got
together when the owner
decided on very short notice" to
sell the collection. They needed
time to raise money to buy some
of the items, they told her. The
institutions were the Abbe
Museum, the Maine Indian
Basketmakers Alliance, the
Hudson Museum at the
University of Maine in Orono,
and the Bangor Museum and
Center for History. (Because of
laws that prevent the Maine
State Museum from giving
money directly to any
community, Phillips's
organization was able only to
endorse the group, not join it,
and had to devise a fundraising
strategy of its own.)

When Finger announced her
decision to sell, she was
planning to have the sale in the
spring of 2011 at Cowan's
Auctions in Cincinnati, Ohio.
The Penobscot Material
Culture Collaborative, as the
fundraising group called itself,
succeeded in persuading her to
delay until the fall. Along the
way, the venue also got changed
to Skinner.

Of the extra months, Phillips averred, "It did give us some fundraising
time but not enough." As the auction day approached, he said, "We had
only a limited amount of money to bid and decided to try for the peaked
cap," i.e., a 19th-century Penobscot woman's cap, only a handful of
which are known, and most of those are in European museums.

The cap had belonged to a woman known as Molly Molasses. Siebert had
bought the cap from a Philadelphia antiques dealer in 1939. In a 1944
letter to folklorist and historian Fannie Hardy Eckstorm (1865-1946), he
wrote of having traced its origins back to the estate of "a federal
government Indian agent or commissioner for Grover Cleveland during
his administration. [The] cap was purchased by him at Old Town when
on a visit, 1880-82."

Museum director Phillips said, "We sat out everything until the peaked
cap. But then the bidding opened with a left bid that was already above
our maximum, so we ended up with nothing." Sold with a photograph of
Molasses wearing a similar hat, the cap brought $35,550 (including
buyer's premium).

"We are all hoping it was a museum that will proudly announce they
were the buyers, then it could be borrowed back for an exhibit," Phillips
said. "But if it went to a private collector we may never see it again.
Several big museums were interested, so we heard, but of course we
couldn't pursue that, because we intended to bid."

Skinner's Douglas Deihl, who estimated the cap at $40,000/60,000, said
he was not at liberty to characterize its buyer, but said he hoped one day
that it would go to a museum. He also expressed some disappointed
surprise when he learned Phillips's underestimate limit. He had hoped
that institution would have been able to go higher.

Of other alliance members, the Hudson Museum and the Maine Indian
Basketmakers Alliance were successful buyers. Bidding on the Hudson's
behalf was Dr. Darren J. Ranco, associate professor of anthropology and
chair of Native American programs at the University of Maine. A
Penobscot, he is related to Emma Nicolar Ranco, one of those who
worked intensively on the Penobscot language with Siebert. Ranco
recalled that as a teenager he had met the man. "I think painting him as a
complicated egure is correct," he said. "There can be no other way."

The Hudson got 12 lots in all, by Ranco's count. They include a couple
of splintwood baskets, two beaded cloth strips, a birch bark rattle, a
Penobscot powder horn, and some carved and bentwood snow snakes,
used to play a Penobscot winter game. "People still make snow snakes,
but these were really nice examples, very delicately carved," said Ranco.

Most of the Hudson lots were under $1000. Taking an approach similar
to that of the Maine State Museum, the Maine Indian Basketmakers
Alliance put all their hopes on one item-a late 19th-century Penobscot
basswood woven carrying bag—and got it, for $10,073 (est.
$4000/6000). According to the provenance, the bag was once owned by
Francis Stanislaus (c.1874-1940), son of Penobscot tribal governor
Stephen Stanislaus (1831-1916). Exhibited as part of Uncommon
Threads, it is "a really ene thing, and very rare," said Phillips.

Jennifer Neptune of the Maine Indian Basketmakers Alliance was the
designated bidder on the bag. "The only other bag of its kind and of the
same size [15½" x 15"] is at the National Museum of the American
Indian in Washington, D.C.," she said. "The museum has one other one,
but it's much smaller."

Asked about the condition of the Siebert bag, she called it "excellent-it
would have been a shame to lose it." A Penobscot basketmaker and
beadworker, she elaborated on a practical reason why her group "so badly
deserved this and wanted to keep it in Maine for people to see and study."
It's because of the emerald ash borer. The non-native beetle, native to
Asia, is making its way east and is expected to reach Maine. "It kills all ash
trees, and that's what the Maine tribes use to make their baskets," she
said. "The basswood bag is an example of another way of weaving that
people don't do anymore but that people are trying to learn and revive.
So if it ever does happen that the ash trees are killed, there'll be something
else. That's why saving the bag was a priority for all of us and why we
were willing to spend all our money on it."

Discovered living in southeastern Michigan near Detroit in the summer
of 2002, adult emerald ash borers nibble on ash foliage but cause little
damage. Their larvae, however, feed on the inner bark of ash trees,
disrupting the tree's ability to transport water and nutrients. It's believed
that the Asian beetles arrived in the United States on packing material
carried in cargo ships or planes. Since its discovery in North America, the
species has killed tens of millions of trees in southeastern Michigan alone,
with tens of millions more killed in Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
Minnesota, Missouri, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Tennessee,
Virginia, West Virginia, Wisconsin, and parts of Canada. (For more
information see the website [www.emeraldash borer.info].)

The money that Neptune was bidding with belonged to the Penobscot
Nation, the Bangor Historical Society, and Maine Indian Basketmakers
Alliance. The bag now okcially belongs to the alliance alone, but it will
be displayed at the Hudson, since the alliance itself doesn't have
exhibition space.

"The museum really wanted to protect this and the other items for
citizens of Maine but also for our partnerships and relationships with
Native American artists and the Native American community," Ranco
said. "In terms of access and use, they will have similar kinds of futures.
What the Hudson bought will literally be on the shelf next to the
basswood bag."

Neptune said she and the others in the collaborative "were very happy
and relieved to have kept in Maine what we could. But it was also was sad
to see a lot of the items go to unknown places." Paradoxically, the prices
that were realized made her "proud as a Penobscot that so many people
were interested and excited about our material culture, but that was
heartbreaking too," because they put so much of the material out of
reach of public collections.

Finger, for her part, told M.A.D. that while she regretted sending the
items to auction, she had never promised the Abbe Museum that they
could borrow the items permanently. As for her reason for selling now,
she and her husband need the money for college tuition for their three
children. "The economy forced our hand," she said.

In one way, though, the idea that money from the objects will go to her
children is appropriate, she observed. When the 50-year-old Finger and
her older sister, Kathleen, were growing up, their father, who was
divorced from their mother when Finger was an infant, was "od track on
his priorities," in Finger's phrase. She rarely if ever saw him, and there was
no adequate child support. "It's nice that now my father can contribute
to the next generation," she said.

Together the two sisters were bequeathed the books. Finger alone was
given the Native American objects. (Kathleen got their father's model
train collection.) "I always had an interest in Native Americans, even
when I was young, and he saw that," she explained. On Halloween she
invariably dressed as an Indian. As an adult schoolteacher of science, she
once asked to borrow a pair of moccasins from the collection to show her
class. "He lent them to me, but made sure I sent them back." She
laughed.

One other personal detail about Finger may have impressed Siebert. Her
husband is part-Cherokee, making Siebert's grandchildren (the last of
whom was born in 1998) part-Cherokee too.

Finger, who attended the auction, had high praise for Skinner and for
Doug Deihl, even though many items did not make their estimates and
several failed to sell at all. She understands that "the obscurity of the
material" and "the economy" worked against her. She also realizes that her
father's books would not have done nearly as well today as they did a
dozen years ago. She knows she was lucky to have had that windfall.

She also feels, at this remove, lucky to have had such an iconoclastic
father. "He was a good man," she said. Asked why she thought he got so
interested in Native Americans in the erst place, she said, "He believed in
their ideas. He believed in what they believed in."

One piece in the Siebert collection, the so-called Bonaventure Hatchet,
bears special mention. The late 17th-century cast-iron weapon was
bequeathed to Siebert by Penobscot Lewis Lolar at his death in 1935. It
sold for an underestimate $7110 (est. $8000/12,000), but the price isn't
the signiecant thing.

Of the hatchet and its previous owner, Siebert wrote: "Lolar was a direct
descendant of the famous Penobscot war-chief Loron (alias Saaguarum)
during the intercolonial wars, and the hatchet had been handed down in
the family." It is not Penobscot, however, but French, designed by French
naval okcer Simon-Pierre Denys de Bonaventure (1659-1711), who had
about 250 of them made in 1695.

"It has long been known that the rival European colonial powers,
especially England and France, but also Holland and Spain, often
supplied the Indian nations that were in their alliance with iron hatchets
and knives," Siebert wrote in an essay about the hatchet, citing previous
researchers who concluded that "although scalping did exist in pre-
Columbian America, the warring European powers" were the ones who
"promoted and commercialized" the practice by odering scalp bounties
to both whites and Indians "and by supplying the metal weapons for a
more ekcient production of scalps."

He continued, "Scalping reached the nadir of barbarity and
commercialization during the American Revolutionary War...British
Lieutenant-Governor Henry Hamilton stationed at Vincennes and
Detroit received the sobriquet 'Hair Buyer.' He distributed several
thousand red-handled scalping knives to Indians in the British
interest...The American frontiersmen were no humanitarians either and
their cruelty attained its culmination in the savage massacre of the
peaceful and innocent Christian Moravian Delawares who had
proclaimed their neutrality."

Reading that, one begins to understand a little of why Siebert may have
been the way he was. For a lifetime he studied some of the unsavory
behaviors of Europeans and the Native American cultures they
destroyed.

The Siebert items were part of an otherwise fairly typical Skinner sale of
American Indian & ethnographic art that brought a respectable total of
approximately $1.09 million. Fetching the most was a 19th-century
Marquesas Islands war club carved from ironwood that sold to a collector
for $71,100 (est. $60,000/80,000).

"I was happy to see it sell for that," said Deihl. "A lot of people didn't
think it would, and then there were others who thought it would bring
more. But there are several of these Marquesas clubs on the market right
now, especially in Europe. I thought it might have done a little better,
but I'm very happy. It did very respectably."

Going slightly above estimate at $65,175 was a Navajo blanket from the
third quarter of the 19th century. Tightly woven from homespun and
raveled wool in a second phase chief's pattern, it had "some pretty
serious" condition problems, according to Deihl. For one thing, it had
been washed in a washing machine. The consignors were a New
Hampshire family who "had it in a trunk and had no idea what it was,"
said Deihl. "Nonetheless, it's still a Classic wearing blanket, and the new
owner, a collector, was very happy to get it."

The sleeper of the sale was a late 19th-century Northwest Coast carved
and painted wood canoe model. Estimated at $400/600, the 37" example
had 12 phone bidders on it, one of whom, a collector, took it for a
phenomenal $44,438. "That was a shocker to me," said Deihl, who had
taken it in from an unsuspecting local consignor. "I knew it was a really
good and fairly rare canoe, but I had no idea it was going to bring that
kind of money."

For more information, phone the auction house at (617) 350-5400 or see
the Website (www.skinnerinc.com).

Originally published in the January 2012 issue of Maine Antique Digest.
© 2011 Maine Antique Digest
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